ULTRA SECURE BROWSING
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES

THE
DILEMMA
> DETECTING EVERYTHING BAD IS JUST NOT POSSIBLE
Security conscious organisations can no longer risk allowing uncontrolled access to the web.
Detection technology has failed to keep pace with
attacker’s capabilities, meaning organisations are
forced to block access to everything that isn’t known
good.

However, every action has a reaction and aggressive
blocking can cause significant problems for
organisations – impacting business effectiveness and
efficiency.

THE
SOLUTION
Garrison SAVI® allows users to browse the web without concern.
Hardware enforced ultra-secure browsing solves this
dilemma by offering an alternative to flawed and
expensive detection technology. Garrison offers
game-changing isolation technology, enabling access
to the internet, without putting the organisation’s
sensitive data and systems at risk.
Our unique approach delivers high assurance
threat elimination, negating the need to overcome
the difficulties of effective threat detection. High
assurance threat elimination requires something
special to deliver the necessary security levels.

Garrison is the first company to rise to this challenge
through the innovative use of patented hardwarebased approaches to attain the level of assured
risk reduction needed to offset the effort of
implementation.
Ultra-secure browsing is a business enabler that
reduces the risk of web browsing for your entire
organisation, but there are some key business
functions common in most Financial Services
organisations that can be targeted as quick wins for
secure browsing projects.
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ULTRA SECURE BROWSING
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES

> HIGH RISK BROWSING
Allow unrestricted research for threat intelligence, fraud & investigations
»» Gathering intelligence on bad actors requires looking in dangerous places
»» Don’t impact productivity by forcing them to use a standalone ‘dirty box’
»» Ultra-secure browsing allows users to safely conduct investigations from their regular workstation

> HIGH RISK USERS
Re-enable key job roles such as executives, systems administrators, HR & marketing
»» Mitigate the phishing risk and make the internet clickable again
»» Minimise frustration and increase productivity

Make trading and research secure for capital markets
»» Analysts need full web access
»» Traders need information at high speed
»» Block pages mean an expensive missed opportunity

Re-enable productivity and innovation for FinTech & DevOps
»» Unrestricted access to internet-based development resources (GitHub, StackOverflow, etc.)
»» Enable web-based collaboration
»» Eliminate friction points and subsequent turnover of highly sought-after developers

Isolate payment systems and allow internet access
»» Keep payment systems isolated but give users the internet access they require
»» Reduce the need for single use end-points and ongoing management of segregated networks

Garrison’s model is unique: eliminating threats by transforming everything into pixels – a guaranteed safe
format. Built on our patented Garrison SAVI® (Silicon Assured Video Isolation) technology and Hardsec*
security patterns, our threat elimination platforms deliver unparalleled security, performance and scale, all at
an affordable price point.
*Read more at https://www.hardsec.org
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